Indoor localization of mobile devices and tags has received much attention recently, with encouraging fine-grained localization results available with enough line-of-sight coverage and hardware infrastructure. Some of the most promising techniques analyze the time-of-arrival of incoming signals, but the limited bandwidth available to most wireless transmissions fundamentally constrains their resolution. Frequency-agile wireless networks utilize bandwidths of varying sizes and locations in a wireless band to efficiently share the wireless medium between users. ToneTrack is an indoor location system that achieves sub-meter accuracy with minimal hardware and antennas, by leveraging frequency-agile wireless networks to increase the effective bandwidth. Our novel signal combination algorithm combines time-of-arrival data from different transmissions as a mobile device hops across different channels, approaching time resolutions previously not possible with a single narrowband channel. ToneTrack's novel channel combination and spectrum identification algorithms together with the triangle inequality scheme yield superior results even in non-line-ofsight scenarios with one to two walls separating client and APs and also in the case where the direct path from mobile client to an AP is completely blocked. We implement ToneTrack on the WARP hardware radio platform and use six of them served as APs to localize Wi-Fi clients in an indoor testbed over one floor of an office building. Experimental results show that ToneTrack can achieve a median 90 cm accuracy when 20 MHz bandwidth APs overhear three packets from adjacent channels.
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INTRODUCTION
Recently, indoor wireless localization systems have broken the meter accuracy barrier both for Wi-Fi devices [18, 58, 59] and RFID tags [52, 53, 62] , but to achieve these results, require some combination of many access points (APs) and antennas, very long antenna arrays, and/or an RF environment without too many obstacles blocking client-AP lines of sight. While recent systems have broken the meter accuracy barrier with angle-of-arrival (AoA) and other types of signal processing analysis, time-of-arrival (ToA) analysis promises to improve accuracy even further. ToA has a particular challenge, however, as shown in Table 1 : for a typical 802.11a/g Wi-Fi channel with only 20 MHz bandwidth, the signal is sampled once every 50 nanoseconds, during which the signal travels a full 15 meters. As the next rows of the table show, later 802.11n/ac standards enhance this resolution, but still achieve just 1.9 meters of raw sample resolution. Super-resolution spectral signal processing algorithms such as MU-SIC [25, 41] and matrix-pencil [39] can enhance this raw sample resolution by an approximate factor of 2×, but still achieve an accuracy proportional to the raw sample spatial resolution shown in Table 1 , limiting the utility of ToA analysis. Even ultra-wideband (UWB) systems that sample at a rate of 500 MHz and up achieve just 60 cm raw spatial resolution. Focusing on ToA analysis, this paper questions whether we can do better.
The opportunity we leverage in this work is that tomorrow's wireless networks will make adaptive and opportunistic use of a large variety of frequency bandwidths, ranging from narrow 5 MHz channels intended for the exclusive use of one mobile user at a time, to expansive 160 MHz channels shared between users with CSMA. Indeed, the use of narrow frequency-bandwidth channels is now commonplace: Wi-Fi [6, 9, 46] and cellular systems divide the wireless medium into fine-grained time-frequency blocks, conferring many benefits such as reducing fixed-airtime MAC overheads, increasing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and allowing for channel assignment algorithms to optimize throughput for many users. Furthermore, the use of wide-bandwidth channels has also emerged. The 802.11ac standard [16] specifies transmission bandwidths from 20 to 160 MHz, even allowing two non-contiguous 80 MHz channels to be aggregated together as one 160 MHz channel. Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) in the 5.250-5.725 MHz band lets WiFi radios hop channels to avoid any nearby military radar.
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In this paper, we present ToneTrack, an indoor localization system that leverages frequency-agile wireless networks to enhance the accuracy of indoor localization. ToneTrack measures the ToA of a client's transmission at pairs of APs in the network. In order to do this, it analyzes the correlation between incoming signals on different subcarriers as MUSIC does, but in the frequency domain. This allows ToneTrack to achieve higher time-of-arrival accuracy than simply looking at the sample index of packet detection or channel impulse response. But as noted above, even with super-resolution MUSIC scheme, frequency bandwidth still limits the resolution that ToA algorithms can achieve.
To increase the bandwidth available for time-based localization, ToneTrack contributes a novel signal combination scheme that combines data from a device as it hops across different channels in a frequency band, as shown in Figure 1 . 1 The result is that ToneTrack can achieve gains in time resolution that are proportional to the number of channels hopped across when transmitting within a channel coherence time.
After extracting a ToA profile of the mobile device's signal from each AP, ToneTrack analyzes each profile individually. Even when multipath reflections arrive too close in time to the direct path and super-resolution schemes reach their resolution limits, failing to resolve all the paths correctly, ToneTrack is still able to identify the useful data therein, retrieving relatively accurate information despite inaccuracy in the overall ToA profile. Here novel peak classification algorithms identify the accurate direct-path peak in the time-of-arrival profile and retain it for further processing.
Lastly, ToneTrack compares TDoA readings across pairs of APs in the network in order to estimate and refine the mobile client's location. Most prior indoor localization work cope with multipath reflections when both reflection paths and direct path exist. The direct path signal may get attenuated but does exist. However, the direct path signal sometimes gets 100% blocked which is even more challenging. ToneTrack employs the classical triangle inequality property to identify the APs with whose direct path is completely blocked, improving accuracy in this most challenging situation. Then clustering, outlier rejection, and averaging com-plete the processing chain, yielding the location estimate from a mobile client's transmission. ToneTrack does not require any offline training: preamble data from one to three packets suffice, making the approach amenable to real-time tracking.
Contributions. To summarize, ToneTrack contributes the following novel design elements: 1. A frequency (tone) combining algorithm that allows a ToA/TDoA method to increase the bandwidth it may utilize for finer accuracy without increasing the radio's sampling rate ( §2.3). 2. Retrieve useful information from the inaccurate ToA spectrum profile even when the super-resolution scheme reaches the resolution limit ( §2.4). 3. A triangle inequality-based method together with outlier rejection scheme for identifying and discarding the AP to which a client's line of sight transmission is completely blocked ( §2.5).
Roadmap. The rest of this paper begins with our system design ( §2) and implementation ( §3). Our evaluation ( §4) in an indoor 20 × 25 meter office testbed demonstrates a 90 cm median localization accuracy with four APs, each equipped with one antenna and overhearing three packets transmitted at adjacent channels with 20 MHz bandwidth. We survey related work in the area in Section 5 before concluding ( §6).
DESIGN
This section presents the design of ToneTrack, starting with a system description ( §2.1) before delving into ToneTrack's constituent parts: super-resolution ToA processing ( §2.2), channel combination ( §2.3), spectrum identification ( §2.4), and multi-AP data fusion ( §2.5).
System design
ToneTrack is designed as a passive system that listens to mobile clients' transmissions at nearby APs. Thus the system requires no additional wireless channel overhead for deployment in a production wireless local-area network. Figure 2 shows the high-level system design: upon hearing multiple packet transmissions on different channels from a mobile device, an AP forwards the packets to the backend server over a backhaul wired network, appended with timestamps. Then, once the backend server receives this data within a channel coherence time, it passes them to the channel combination step described in Section 2.3 to generate a high-resolution time of arrival profile. Next, novel algorithms determine whether the resulting ToA profile is in fact accurate, or alternately, contains an accurate part useful for localization, even when the overall ToA profile is inaccurate ( §2.4). After that, the ToneTrack controller combines the ToA information collected at pairs of APs into TDoA estimates. In Figure 2 , the hyperbolic curve labeled "AP 1/2" denotes the possible loci of the mobile based on AP 1 and AP 2's TDoA and the hyperbolic curve labeled "AP 1/3" denotes the possible loci of the mobile based on AP 1 and AP 3's TDoA. Finally, the server processes the TDoA estimates across pairs of APs using geometrical reasoning (triangle inequality), clustering and outlier rejection schemes ( §2.5), yielding a final location estimate.
ToA estimation
Once a client's transmission arrives at an AP, ToneTrack measures the time of arrival (ToA) of a client's transmission at one AP: this section describes this process in detail.
Primer: MUSIC in the frequency domain
We begin with the classical MUSIC algorithm [25, 41] , which models the multipath indoor radio propagation channel h(t) as the sum of D attenuated and delayed impulse responses:
Here α k and τ k are the complex attenuation and propagation delay of the kth path. For simplicity, in this section we describe ToneTrack's operation over one Wi-Fi channel. Later sections generalize to multiple Wi-Fi channels.
Processing starts with the per-subcarrier channel response of Equation 1 in the frequency domain:
Here, f n and Δ f are the carrier frequency and the size of subcarrier bandwidth, respectively. 
where the expectation is calculated across multiple OFDM symbols (spaced in time). Suppose D copies (direct path and reelection paths) of a transmission s 1 ,...,s D arrive at the AP's antenna at D respective times t 1 ,...,t D , and further suppose the OFDM symbol of the transmission contains M subcarriers (M > D) so all copies of the transmission can be captured. Eigenanalysis of the subcarrier correlation matrix R HH at the AP then results in M eigenvalues associated respectively with M eigenvectors E = [e 1 e 2 ··· e M ]. If we sort the eigenvalues in non-decreasing order, the smallest M − D eigenvalues tend to correspond to background noise while the next D eigenvalues tend to correspond to the D incoming copies of the mobile's transmission. Based on this process, the corresponding eigenvectors in E are classified as noise subspace and signal subspace:
We refer to E N as the noise subspace and E S as the signal subspace. We define a time steering vector a(τ) that represents the channel's S/C S/C Signal in Signal out Figure 3 : A simple two-tap channel emulator: An RF splittercombiner ("S/C") splits an incoming signals into two branches: one travels over the longer (upper) cabled path, the other travels over the shorter (lower) cabled path. This network models an idealized wireless channel with two paths (one direct path and one reflection path), of varying differential path length.
response to a signal arriving at time τ:
The time steering vector a(τ) is in the signal subspace and is orthogonal to the noise subspace when τ exactly coincides with each time of arrival of the signal. The MUSIC ToA spectrum then measures the distance (in a vector space defined by the array correlation matrix above) between the time steering vector and the noise subspace, as τ varies, thus estimating the time arrival of multiple signals with a granularity of our own choosing:
With the steering vector and noise subspace vector in the denominator, P(τ) generates peaks when the steering vector is orthogonal to the noise subspace vector which happens when τ coincides with the time of arrivals of the incoming signals.
Limitations of MUSIC's super-resolution capability. MUSIC is informally known as a super-resolution algorithm. The τ variable in Equation 6 can vary in steps of our own choosing smaller than the sampling period shown in Table 1 . But this does not imply MU-SIC is able to resolve multipaths with arbitrarily small time delay differences. The frequency bandwidth of the received transmission and background noise imposes a resolution limit independent of τ's step size chosen.
To probe this limit in a controlled experimental setting, we use the simple channel emulation setup shown in Figure 3 . An RF splitter-combiner first splits a wired signal into two equal components, one of which travels over a longer cabled path than the other. A second RF splitter-combiner then combines the two signals together, where they are received and processed with MUSIC algorithm. We use different cable lengths 2 to control the relative path lengths, and attenuators to control the respective path signal strengths to the same level.
Decreasing the path length difference from 13.5 m (44 ft.) gradually to 2.7 m (8.8 ft.) results in the MUSIC pseudospectra shown in Figure 4 . We see from the figure that MUSIC is able to resolve both paths quite accurately when their lengths are sufficiently different, but once the path length difference between the two signals is decreased to around six meters (20 ft.), MUSIC is not able to generate accurate pseudospectra anymore: its two spectrum peaks half-merge in Figure 4 (c) and (d), moving away from ground-truth. When we further decrease the path length difference, the two peaks fully merge into one peak in Figure 4 (e). 
Channel combination
To overcome the limitations of MUSIC's super-resolution capability noted above in Section 2.2.1, ToneTrack leverages the frequency agility of upcoming Wi-Fi, LTE, and white-space radios as they hop between different frequencies in short periods of time. Note that if frequency hopping happens within a channel coherence time, the ToA spectra generated are very similar, but each is a low-resolution picture of the ToA. The basic idea of ToneTrack's channel combination technique is to combine multiple frequency-agile transmissions from the client to form a virtual wider bandwidth transmission, without increasing the sampling rate. Since the effective array aperture of MUSIC's ToA estimate is proportional to the number of subcarriers measured (i.e., the bandwidth), time resolution ought to scale linearly with bandwidth. However, naïvely concatenating data from two channels does not work: we need to align them in both time and frequency domain in order for the combined data to yield a better resolution in the ToA spectrum plot. Alignment in time domain. While standard packet detection algorithms [40] can synchronize to sample level at typical baseband sampling rates, ToneTrack requires sub-sample level time alignment of the two overheard signals for combination.
Since the data are recorded at the same radio at different times, there are different fractional (sub-sample) time delays introduced to each set of data. In order to combine data, we need to remove this random time difference. As these two groups of data are recorded within a small time interval, the relative amplitudes of the peaks on the spectra are stable. We apply standard fractional interpolation methods [22] to align the two signals based on their respective ToA spectra. Sub-sample interpolation of the raw data in the time domain causes the whole ToA spectrum to move in time. One sample shift is corresponding to a spectrum movement of 50 ns at 20 MHz. We measure the time difference (in ns) of the largest peak position on each of the two spectra. We then align the two sets of data in the time domain, matching the two largest peaks to the same position by a corresponding sub-sample interpolation of the raw data. As demonstrated in Figure 5 (b1) and (b2), with a single signal, time domain alignment equalizes the slopes of the two groups of sub-carrier phases.
To see why this is the case, consider a measurement of phase in the frequency domain. Looking across subcarriers of separation Δ f , the time-shifting property of the DFT
tells us that if there is only one signal, phase at the AP changes linearly across subcarriers as 2πΔ f τ 0 /N where the slope of the phase is proportional to propagation time τ 0 . Alignment in frequency domain. Unfortunately, concatenating even time-aligned data from adjacent channels fails again, yielding completely inaccurate and noisy ToA spectra. We need to estimate the phase of the sub-carrier just after the last sub-carrier of the first channel. Then we align the phase of the first sub-carrier of the second channel to the estimated one by subtracting the phase offset. This concept is demonstrated in Figure 5 (c1) and (c2) with data from two channels fully aligned in both time and frequency domains. With this step, the two groups of channel response data can now be concatenated to yield better resolution than any one alone. We form a larger virtual bandwidth without increasing the radio's sampling rate. When multipaths are present, the phase change becomes highly non-linear since it is the superposition of many paths of varying magnitude and phase. Our insight is that since this superposition remains continuous across channels in phase, ToneTrack can still align the two groups of data by matching the phase of the last sub-carriers in the first group of data to the first sub-carrier in the second group of data. With the scheme described here, we are Red curves denote ToA spectra where peaks have problematically merged and MUSIC is not able to resolve them correctly.
able to concatenate multiple groups of data from adjacent channels seamlessly to perform like one single larger bandwidth channel.
Channel combining microbenchmark
We demonstrate the effectiveness of ToneTrack's channel combination with the microbenchmark results shown in Figure 6 . In the first row, with one single 20 MHz channel, ToneTrack fails to resolve both signals when the path difference D between the signals decreases to 4.8 meters (15.8 feet). With the channel combination scheme applied with two channels, ToneTrack successfully resolves both two signals at D = 4.8 meters but fails to resolve when the difference decreases to 2.4 m. With three channels, ToneTrack is able to resolve two signals separated by only a 2.4 m (7.9 feet) path length difference. Our end-to-end localization results in Section 4.2 leverage this channel combining algorithm to markedly improve ToneTrack's accuracy level. The channel combination process at each AP is fully independent of the data fusion process later in Section 2.5 across multiple APs.
There is no limit on the number of channels can be employed for combination in ToneTrack. Our current implementation is based on 2.4 GHz and thus we employ channels 1, 5 and 9 for experiments. The spectrum range available in 2.4 GHz for Wi-Fi is small. We may include channel 11 to further add 10 MHz to the combination. The spectrum range in 5 GHz is much larger and more channels can be combined for higher accuracy.
Overlapping and non-adjacent channels
In the case of overlapping channels that may result when the mobile changes its center frequency by an amount less than the bandwidth of its transmissions, it is clear that ToneTrack's channel combining technique generalizes by averaging the channel information in the tones the two transmissions have in common. Then the two overlapping channels can be converted into two equivalent adjacent channels in terms of localization with the overlapping part removed from one channel.
We briefly discuss how our scheme can be generalized to sets of channels that are non-adjacent. The steering vector needs to be modified to reflect the different subcarrier separation between nonSignal strength ratio in dB (stronger signal/weaker signal) 22 adjacent channels. This has the drawback of multiplying the number of peaks in the ToA spectrum, in a way analogous to the grating lobes problem RF-IDraw solves for AoA spectra [53] . Frequency domain alignment is challenging as it's not easy to estimate the correct amount of offset as the phase change is non-linear with strong multipaths. We leave the design and evaluation of non-adjacent channel combination in ToA as future work.
Spectrum identification
We now describe the processing ToneTrack performs on the ToA profile computed in §2.2 and §2.3 to determine whether the spectrum is accurate and if not, whether we can still retrieve relatively accurate direct-path information from the spectrum. We term this processing spectrum identification. As noted in Section 2.2, when the lengths of a line-of-sight path and a reflected path are too close to each other, MUSIC is unable to resolve the two signals correctly in the time domain on the pseudospectrum. This leads to either inaccurate pseudospectrum peak positions or multiple peaks merge. However, ToneTrack leverages the insight that we can sometimes still retrieve useful and relative accurate information from these inaccurate pseudospectra.
Merged-signal peaks
We first observe that when the two paths' peaks merge into one as shown in Figure 6 , as long as the first (direct) path signal is stronger, the error in the peak position is still small. We use the simple twotap channel emulator of Figure 3 to quantify this experimentally. In Figure 7 , we vary the relative signal strength between the direct path and a reflection path 2.7 meters longer, starting from +22 dB (i.e., direct path 22 dB stronger than reflection path) down to −7 dB (i.e., reflection path 7 dB stronger than reflection path). The results in Figure 7 show that the error is well under one meter as long as the direct-path signal is stronger. The error increases significantly when the reflection path is stronger, up to 2.3 meters.
After we identify a merged peak, we measure the skew direction of the peak as shown in Figure 8 by finding the peak position and the two midpoints at which the peak amplitude falls by half (this is also known as the −3 dB beamwidth). By comparing the distance of the peak position to the two 3 dB beamwidth midpoints, we measure the direction of the peak's skew: a peak position falling to the right of the −3 dB beamwidth's midpoint as shown in Figure 8 (a) indicates that the first peak, which corresponds to the direct path, has merged into a later peak (which corresponds to a reflection path). ToneTrack identifies this merged peak as inaccurate and thus useless. The blue plot shows a spectrum skewing earlier in time (merged towards the direct-path peak). In this case the peak has a reasonably small error, and can thus still be kept for localization even it's a peak merged with two signals.
Single-signal peaks
If the two peaks are separated by more than the MUSIC resolution limit 3 as shown in Figure 10 (a1) and (a2), then MUSIC can accurately estimate their respective positions, and we feed the position of the first, direct-path peak to the next processing stage. But if the two peak positions are separated by less than the resolution limit as shown in Figure 10 (b1) and (b2), they fall into the zone that MUSIC is not able to resolve accurately. Often, the direct path and reflection path signals have differing amplitudes. We anecdotally observe that even when the two peaks are too close for MUSIC to resolve, the larger peak on the pseudospectrum corresponding to the stronger signal is still quite accurate compared to the smaller peak. We validate this observation empirically in the simple two-tap channel emulator of Figure 3 with the following microbenchmark. We fix the path length difference between the direct-path and reflection-path signals to be 5.4 m (18 ft), then adjust the relative signal strength between the direct and reflection paths from 3 dB to 9 dB and show the peak position error in Figure 9 . We see clearly that when the direct path signal is stronger, although MUSIC is not able to resolve both of them correctly, the error of the direct-path peak is quite small (less than 0.5 m). On the other hand, the smaller reflection path peak has a much larger 3 We experimentally verified that at 20 MHz at medium-high SNRs, this resolution limit is stable and measured to be around 6 m. error, so we can still extract relatively accurate information from the MUSIC spectrum in these scenarios as we only care the directpath peak. Referring to Figure 10 (b1) and (b2), when the separated peaks are closer than the resolution limit, ToneTrack compares the relative amplitudes of the two. If the amplitude of the first peak is greater than the second peak as in (b2), ToneTrack marks the ToA spectrum as useful; otherwise it discards the ToA spectrum such as in (b1). Referring again to the signals with a 3 dB difference in Figure 9 , this bounds the error due to the presence of the second peak to well below one meter.
Classifying peaks as merged or single-signal
To apply the above spectrum identification technique, ToneTrack needs to estimate whether a certain peak arises from a single path or is the result of the respective peaks of multiple arrivals merging together in the ToA spectrum. Prior theoretical work [1] has shown that the beamwidth of the MUSIC spectrum is inversely proportional to the square root of SNR and the bandwidth of the signal. Consequently, within the SNR range ToneTrack operates at, a single-signal peak will be thinner compared to a merged peak, even if the merged peak originates from two closely-spaced signals. For example, the difference is apparent when we compare the red merged peaks in Figure 6 with blue peaks. ToneTrack thus measures the peak's −3 dB beamwidth W −3 dB and compares it with a threshold value W t to make the decision:
Using microbenchmarks measuring the impact of SNR and the path difference of the two signals on W t , we experimentally determine the best value for W t in Section 4.3, and show that it produces good end-to-end performance in our indoor testbed in Section 4.2.
Algorithm (Spectrum Identification)
As the preceding microbenchmarks show, useful and accurate information can still be retrieved even when MUSIC fails to resolve all the signals correctly, as long as information about the direct path peak is relatively accurate. In this section we summarize ToneTrack's spectrum identification algorithm, which comprises the pro-cessing ToneTrack performs on each (possibly channel-combined, cf. §2.3) ToA spectrum from a single AP before passing that ToA spectrum on to the multi-AP data fusion step described next in Section 2.5.
Step 1. Isolate the first two peaks on the ToA spectrum as input to the algorithm. If the two peak positions are separated by greater than the resolution limit, then the first peak contains accurate directpath distance information, so ToneTrack retains the spectrum and proceed to Step 3. Otherwise, the two peak positions are separated by a distance less than resolution limit (which MUSIC is not able to resolve accurately) so we proceed to Step 2:
Step 2. Compare the relative amplitudes of the two peaks. From the microbenchmarks, we know that as long as the direct path signal is stronger than the reflection path signal, the direct-path peak position will be more accurate. So ToneTrack retains the spectrum if and only if the first peak's amplitude exceeds the second's.
Step 3. Check whether the first peak is a single-signal peak or a merged peak ( §2.4.3). ToneTrack retains the spectrum and the algorithm terminates in this step if the peak is a single-signal peak. Otherwise, we proceed to Step 4:
Step 4. Check the direction of the peak's skew ( §2.4.1). ToneTrack retains the spectrum if and only if the peak is merged towards the direct path (left side).
After the above steps, only the useful peak remains. At this point ToneTrack sends the ToA spectrum to the multi-AP data fusion step described next.
Multi-AP data fusion
In this final stage of processing, ToneTrack converts measured ToAs from each AP into distance differences between pairs of APs, using these distance differences to estimate the mobile's location. Occasionally, the direct-path signal may be totally blocked, with only reflection signals detectable at the AP. We propose the following two methods to handle this very challenging scenario.
Triangle inequality
As shown in Figure 11 (a), when both APs are able to resolve the direct-path signals from the mobile client, the distance estimates to AP 1 and AP 2 (d 1 and d 2 , respectively), fit the following triangle inequality property:
where a 12 is the distance between APs 1 and 2, which is known. However, when the direct path to AP 2 is completely blocked and only one or more reflection paths exist, as shown in Figure 11 (b), the resulting distance estimates may violate this triangle inequality, i.e., d 1 + a 12 < d 2 . Whenever we detect such a violation of the triangle inequality, we tag the violating AP (AP 2 in this example) as having its direct path completely blocked, and exclude it from further processing in the chain. We note that it is also possible that when the direct path to AP 2 is blocked, the triangle inequality may not necessarily be violated, and so while this test is conservative in the APs it excludes (thus aiding performance), it is not comprehensive in the elimination of direct path blockage scenarios. With more group of APs, the chance of detection of the blocked APs is higher. Also this scheme may fail when multiple APs are 100% blocked. However, the chance that multiple APs are blocked at the same time is quite low as the APs are usually placed at different locations, and our end-to-end evaluation suffers from these effects as and when they happen in practice. We note here that this method has very recently been applied to ToA-based ultrasound positioning [54] and we would like to apply this method to TDoA-based Wi-Fi localization in ToneTrack.
Clustering and outlier rejection
Clustering and outlier rejection further reduce the error caused by a complete blockage of the direct path signal and errors from other sources. This is based on the fact that the direct path signals of multiple APs will localize the clients close to the true source location, while reflection path signal will localize the client at random locations. As shown in Figure 12 , APs 1, 2, 3 and 4 all have direct path signals while AP 5 has direct path signal blocked. Its estimates with any three APs from {1, 2, 3 and 4} will be around the true location of the mobile. A location estimate from involving AP 5 will be far away from the true location, and can be detected and removed. We can even detect the AP with direct path totally blocked. Note that we need at least four APs whose direct paths are not blocked in order to detect the blocked AP. When the number of available APs is large, the number of combinations ToneTrack needs to check can be very large. One solution to this problem is to remove some APs with small signal strength and only keep the rest for outlier rejection purposes.
Final location estimation
As noted above in Section 2.1, each pair of APs yields one TDoA estimate in the shape of a hyperbolic arc. Thus three APs are able to localize the client at the intersection of two hyperbolas. 4 Both closed form solutions and iterative algorithms can be found in [5, 31, 42] . We leverage a closed form solution in 2-D space similar to prior work [31] . With any group of three APs, we have one intersection from two hyperbolas. If we have more than four APs, we apply the scheme described in Section 2.5.1 and Section 2.5.2 to detect the 100% blocked AP and remove it from localization. Then we average the location estimates with all combination of three APs. When only four APs exist, the scheme described in Section 2.5.2 can not be applied. We then adopt a simple clustering algorithm to choose a group of three estimates which yields the minimum sum of distances and average them.
From ToA to TDoA. ToneTrack is based on time-difference-ofarrival (TDoA) between the mobile transmission's arrival at each pair of APs. In order to compute TDoA, ToneTrack relies on a timesynchronization mechanism between APs. This is achieved by either a wireless protocol such as SourceSync, which can achieve 5 -10 ns (95 th percentile) synchronization error at a typical wireless SNR ratio of 20 dB [36] , or the Ethernet-based Precision Time Protocol standardized as IEEE 1588, which Broadcom has shown can provide a five nanosecond time synchronization error [4] . Other schemes include time-synchronization with light [26] and the use of distributed antenna system (DAS) [61] to bypass this time synchronization problem.
The computational load of ToneTrack is mainly a matrix multiplication of size 64 x 64. We note that with channels combined together, the matrix size is increased linearly. When there are many channels, we recommend selecting one sub-carrier out of every N adjacent sub-carriers evenly to reduce the matrix size. When there are many APs, the number of combinations for outlier rejection scheme is large which impedes ToneTrack's real-time objective. We thus only keep a limited number of APs based on the signal strengths as higher SNR presents us more accurate spectrum.
IMPLEMENTATION
ToneTrack is implemented on the Rice WARP platform [38] with WARPLab version 7.3. We employ a small part of the preamble of a packet which is the most robust part for our localization. For the long training symbol (LTS) in the preamble, only the middle 52 out of 64 sub-carriers are actually used. With the original LTS, only 52/64 × 20 MHz = 16.25 MHz bandwidth would be used for localization. In order to use all subcarriers, we build one symbol very similar to the LTS in 802.11 but with all the 64 subcarriers occupied. We attach this symbol just after the original LTS, incurring less than 0.1% overhead in a 1500-byte packet.
We employ five WARPs, one as the transmitter (client) and four as the receivers (APs). The carrier frequency offsets between the WARP transmitter and receivers are measured in the range of serval hundreds to several thousands of Hertz. It is much smaller than the sub-carrier size (312.5 kHz) and hence has very little effect on the ToA spectrum. So a carrier frequency offset (CFO) between mobile and AP, and pairs of APs is not a problem for ToneTrack. Each WARP kit is also attached with the FMC-RF-2X245 module to enable four radios on each board as shown in Figure 13 . We connect the antennas to the WARPs with low loss LMR-400 coaxial cables. All the data recorded at the APs are retrieved through Ethernet connections between the WARPs and the server. Our super-resolution MUSIC, spectrum identification (SI), triangle inequality (TI) and clustering schemes are implemented on the server side.
AP Calibration. Due to the nonlinearity of the receiver front end across each subcarrier, we need to calibrate the channel frequency response in terms of both amplitude and phase. Note that this calibration is a one-time effort for one power-on-off cycle of the WARP. We describe our calibration steps briefly here. First, we connect the radio of the transmitter to the radio of the receiver with an RF cable. Then, we calculate the channel frequency response for each sub-carrier and calibrate the phases across each subcarrier into exact linear relationship with the right slope. The slope can be calculated as 2πΔ f t, where Δ f is the sub-carrier size and t is the signal propagation time which can be calculated carefully by measuring the length of the cable attached between the transmitter and the receiver, adding a correction for the small extra path length caused by the splitter and the internal circuitry of the WARP radios. We also calibrate the amplitude of the frequency response across each subcarrier to be equal. After calibration, we are able to achieve a very sharp time of arrival spectrum close to a line with only one signal transmitted through cables. This front-end linear calibration can be restricted only to ToneTrack processing. The calibration does not factor into the transmit waveform either. The calibration coefficients are calculated as phases and amplitudes for each sub-carrier and we only apply them when ToneTrack processing is called.
EVALUATION
To show how well ToneTrack performs in real indoor environment, we present the results from the testbed described in Section 3. First we present our evaluation methodology. Then we show our main results in Section 4.2 which answer the following: 1. What is the overall end-to-end performance with channel combination ( §4.2)? 2. How much is spectrum identification scheme helping ToneTrack ( §4.2.2)? 3. How does our triangle inequality scheme perform in identifying the APs with direct path totally blocked ( §4.2.3)? 4. Will increasing numbers of APs improve performance ( §4.2.4)? 5. What is the performance of ToneTrack with different levels of time synchronization errors between APs ( §4.2.5)? After we present our main results, we justify our choice of W t in Section 4.3.
Experimental methodology
For our experiments, three radios on each AP is utilized to receive signals at channels 1, 5 and 9 respectively. The three radios are connected to a single antenna with combiners. The transmitter either hops across frequencies with one radio, transmitting on three channels sequentially or transmits simultaneously on all three channels with three radios. At each AP position, we collect both data traces from frequency hopping and traces from simultaneous transmissions at multiple channels. They don't have obvious performance difference. Our results presented here include all the traces.
We place the APs in a 25 × 20 m office, denoting them with numbers shown in Figure 14 . We place clients at 40 randomlychosen locations denoting their positions as red dots on the floor plan. 12 clients are not in the same room as the APs, with at least one to two walls in between. Please note that, we only employ four APs for our main evaluation except in Section 4.2.4 where we evaluate the performance with varying number of APs.
End-to-end localization accuracy
We show the end-to-end performance evaluation of ToneTrack in this section.
Overall performance
The overall performance of ToneTrack is shown in Figure 15 . With only three 20 MHz channels, we are able to achieve 0.9 m median accuracy in a typical office environment with strong multipaths. The median accuracies of two and one channel are 1.3 m and 1.9 m respectively, significantly better than the naïve resolution. With three channels, the 90% accuracy is around 2 m. The red curve is the CDF plot for super-resolution MUSIC without any of our proposed schemes. So even with just one channel, we are able to reduce the median localization error by 40% compared to the stateof-the-art super-resolution scheme. With our channel combination schemes applied, we further reduce the median error to below one meter which is a significant improvement with only 20 MHz channels. Also the long tail of MUSIC curve is removed in ToneTrack. We demonstrate the effectiveness of channel combination in 2.4 GHz band here with three channels. More channels can be utilized for combination at 5 GHz and 60 GHz bands which means even finer accuracy level can be achieved. We believe with the channel combination scheme proposed in ToneTrack, it's possible to achieve localization accuracy close to UWB systems.
Benefit of Spectrum Identification
We now isolate and show the effect of spectrum identification (SI) scheme in Figure 16 . With the spectrum identification scheme, the median accuracy is improved from 116 cm to 90 cm. We can see that the spectrum identification scheme is effective in improving the performance by identifying the more accurate part of the spectrum for localization. However, we do note that when we only have three APs, we may not able to apply this scheme because discarding the inaccurate spectrum reduces the number of APs below three which is the minimum requirement for TDoA localization. However, due to the popularity of WiFi in enterprises and universities, this is not an issue as most of the time many APs can be overheard in range. We also note that this spectrum identification scheme is more effective in the environment with stronger multipaths which makes it a suitable candidate for indoor localization.
Impact of TI and clustering
We now remove the triangle inequality (TI) and clustering schemes to see how the performance of ToneTrack is degraded. We can see from Figure 17 that without these schemes, we have a long tail on the CDF. These two schemes are effective in identifying those 'bad' APs (APs with direct path 100% blocked) and estimates with large errors. These 'bad' APs usually cause a big error because only the reflection paths exist and they localize the client to random positions. The direct-path blockage issue is more severe than multipaths. We can still try to differentiate the direct path and multipaths if both exist. With direct path 100% blocked, unless we can identify the AP and remove it from localization, it always causes a large error which significantly degrades the performance.
Number of APs
We evaluate the effect of varying number of APs on ToneTrack in this section with two more APs added at positions marked in Figure 14 . In order to localize a client, we need a minimum number of three APs to have at least two hyperbolas to intersect. With only three APs, all the schemes proposed are not applied because we don't have any extra AP. From the results in Figure 18 , we can see a clear gap between the CDF of three APs and four APs. With more APs added, the performance increases slightly. We believe the best solution is to identify the optimal group of APs rather than include more random APs for localization. In ToneTrack, we are able to detect the 'bad' APs whose direct path is 100% blocked and remove them. However, it's still challenging to tell which group of APs presents the best localization performance. A safe solution is to include more APs for ToneTrack. We leave the best group of APs selection problem open as our future work.
Impact of synchronization error
In our testbed, we fully synchronize all the APs. In a distributed MIMO system, there are still time synchronization errors between APs, leading to a performance degradation of ToneTrack. In order to evaluate the performance of ToneTrack with time synchronization error, we borrow the time synchronization error data from SourceSync [36] and incorporate them into our time estimates. Then we employ the new TDoA estimates to localize the clients. We can see in Figure 19 , with 5 ns and 10 ns (95 th percentile 5 ) time synchronization error, ToneTrack still performs quite well, achieving a median localization accuracy of 1.05 m and 1.4 m respectively with three channels. We expect this time synchronization error to be further reduced in the future to have an even less effect on ToneTrack's localization performance. 
Microbenchmark: Choosing W t
We justify our choice for the spectrum lobe width threshold W t to differentiate the single peak and merged peak here. When more than two signals are merged or the signals are in the medium and low SNR regions, the width of the merged lobe is much larger. We show the most challenging scenario in Figure 20 where only two signals are merged and they are in the high SNR region (21 dB). With two signals in the high SNR region, the lobe width is the thinnest among the merged lobes. We show that even under these conditions, we can still choose a constant threshold value safely for a particular bandwidth with very little performance degradation. From Figure 20 , we can see that the width of the merged peak is large as long as the path difference between the two signals are above 1.7 m. If we choose the threshold as 2.5 m 6 to differentiate a single and merged peak, we make mistakes only when the path difference of the two signals is below 1.5 m. Note that the merged peak position is always between the true peak positions of the two signals. When the path difference is as small as below 1.5 m, the deviation of the merged peak position from the true direct path peak position is also small. So mis-identification of the merged peak as single peak in this scenario has little effect in the performance. The lobe width of a single signal's ToA spectrum decreases when SNR increases. The lobe width increases dramatically when SNR goes below 6 dB. The red region denotes a range where ToneTrack classifies a single signal peak as a merged peak, but note the extremely low SNR.
From Figure 21 , we can see clearly that the lobe width of a single signal remains well below 2.5 m as long as the SNR is above 6 dB. ToneTrack makes mistakes only in the very low SNR region (below 6 dB). In this SNR region, the accuracy level of the spectrum is anyway low and ToneTrack relies more on other APs to localize the client. So the effect of making mistakes on an inaccurate spectrum is also small. It's also noted that with many APs around, it's unlikely all the APs have low SNRs with respect to a client. We plan to adapt this threshold with varying SNR values in our future work. However, a single threshold is performing pretty well as explained.
RELATED WORK
Related work on indoor localization broadly groups into the following categories:
Ultrasonic and infrared based. Much early work has employed ultrasonic and infrared infrastructure. Cricket [35] employs a combination of radio and ultrasound, while Bat [14, 56] and Badge [55] leverage infrared sensors in badges carried by users.
RSSI and CSI signatures. Early work also targeted building a database of RSSI signatures at nearby APs, as RADAR [2, 3] , Horus [65] , and WiGEM [13] do. A slight departure from conventional approaches, Modellet [24] makes the case for a hybrid model combining fingerprint-based and model-driven localization approaches to handle data diversity and density in large scale deployments. In addition to coarser RSSI information, later work has leveraged finer channel state information (CSI). PinLoc [45] generates RF signatures to differentiate spots to within one meter, while CSITE [17] identifies attackers forging Wi-Fi management frames.
PHY-based. This newer line of work leverages various physicallayer signal processing techniques to improve accuracy. For RFID, Pinit [52] leverages antenna motion to create a synthetic aperture radar that is used to localize RFID tags, RF-Compass [51] employs RFIDs located on a robot to localize a given object and hence automatically navigate towards it, and RF-IDraw [53] traces RFID trajectories by intelligently combining various pairs of antenna spacings to yield a high degree of resolution. LTEye [20] localizes LTE clients from their uplink signal transmissions using synthetic aperture radar. Ubicarse [19] takes this one step further by making the smartphone emulate a synthetic aperture radar through user induced motion. Centaur [32] fuses RF and acoustic based ranging using a Bayesian inference framework to enable indoor localization with higher accuracy. A recent independent work appearing in the literature with ToneTrack, Splicer [57] employs a similar idea of combining CSI information from multiple channels. While Splicer combines CSI information for a more accurate power delay profile, ToneTrack uses the combined CSI to further increase the resolution of super-resolution MUSIC for more accurate localization, integrating the CSI combination process with super-resolution time-of-arrival estimation.
AoA-based techniques. ArrayTrack [59] employs a large antenna array at the AP coupled with AoA signal processing techniques to provide fine-grained indoor localization, and the most promising approaches to indoor localization involve analyzing the signals clients send jointly: both in the spatial domain, analyzing the AoA of the signal, and in the time domain, analyzing the ToA of the signal [11, 12, 29, 44] , and it is known that the two offer synergistic accuracy benefits. PinPoint [18] proposes AoA processing with cyclo-stationary analysis, and Phaser [12] combines AoA with time-of-arrival analysis. Cupid [44] reduces reflection path ambiguities by using information from smartphone's inertial sensors and human mobility. Niculescu et al. use mechanically-steered antennas in ad-hoc and AP networks [33] .
ToneTrack falls in the category of PHY-based localization techniques, sharing some signal processing concepts with AoA-based techniques above. Since it is based on TDoA, it complements PHYand AoA-based techniques.
ToA/TDoA/UWB-based techniques. Li and Pahlavan [25] propose using MUSIC in the frequency domain for ToA estimation. JADE [48, 49] jointly estimates angle and delay of all the arriving multipath signals. Synchronicity [60] uses MUSIC super-resolution techniques in a similar TDoA system design, but its performance is limited by radio bandwidth. Ultra-wideband radios, which have been commercialized [47] , can discern sub-nanosecond time-offlight, but performance decreases in the presence of multipath propagation and direct path blockage [10] , and practical UWB radios use low data rates and power due to government regulator rules.
Compared to the above ToA and TDoA techniques, ToneTrack increases the localization granularity through a novel approach of leveraging frequency hopping to combine signals, thereby aggregating the resolution across multiple discrete channels available in a band, while not requiring a specialized ultrawideband radio.
Inertial and magnetic sensor-driven. Liu et al. [27] combine WiFi fingerprinting with acoustic ranging between smartphone users to increase accuracy. SAIL [30] leverages fine-grained CSI information coupled with inertial dead reckoning on smartphones to enable localization with a single AP. Guoguo [28] deploys an acoustic ranging infrastructure, where the innovation is at the APs that are designed to send out acoustic beacons for ranging. Zee [37] and LiFS [63] leverage crowdsourcing and inertial dead reckoning to eliminate the calibration that RSSI fingerprinting requires. Unloc [50] uses internal landmarks with specific RF signatures to recalibrate dead reckoning schemes. SpinLoc [43] leverages the human body's attenuation of Wi-Fi signals when users spin around to estimate bearing to nearby APs.
GPS-enabled techniques. EZ [8] employs genetic algorithms to triangulate users between Wi-Fi APs coupling this with sporadic GPS fixes. COIN-GPS [34] uses GPS directly with the help of a high gain directional antenna at the GPS receiver front-end, coupled with cloud processing to analyze longer GPS signals.
FM radio-based techniques. Another line of work leverages FM radio for indoor localization owing to its lower frequency and hence better robustness to penetration, multipath and distance of transmission. Chen et al. [7] leverage FM for indoor radio fingerprinting with infrastructure support, combining it with Wi-Fi. ACMI [64] uses overheard radio signals to build its fingerprinting database without even infrastructure support.
Visible light-based approaches. Epsilon [15, 23] employs visible light modulation from smart LEDs coupled with custom light sensor receivers for localization. Luxapose [21] uses off-the-shelf cameras as receivers coupled with image processing techniques. Travi-Navi [66] proposes a user-bootstrapped indoor navigation system, where followers navigate using a guider's imaging capabilities and sensor readings.
CONCLUSION
We have presented the design, implementation, and evaluation of ToneTrack, a TDoA-based indoor localization system that leverages the channel switches that agile radios make to increase the available bandwidth for time-based localization methods, resulting in a 90 centimeter localization accuracy across an entire office floor from four APs overhearing just three packets transmitted over three adjacent 20 MHz bandwidth channels. We have proposed a novel spectrum identification scheme to retrieve useful information from a ToA profile that is mostly inaccurate. Our proposed triangle inequality and clustering schemes also help to remove the APs when a direct path is totally blocked. ToneTrack thus pushes the envelope of localization systems in terms of their accuracy, hardware requirements, and responsiveness.
